Cedric Amaya

(480) 620-4702 | amaya.cedric@gmail.com | https://github.com/cedricium

Education
AS-T in Computer Science, expected Spring 2018 - Foothill College, Los Altos Hills, CA
September 2016 - Present

Experience and Projects
● 42 Code School (C) - “Piscine” Phase, August 2016 - Fremont, CA
○
○
○

Followed a peer-to-peer pedagogical curriculum to learn the basics of computer programming
using C
Collaborated with fellow students to research and establish solutions to programming problems
in a limited amount of time
Learned the basics of shell scripting to automate certain processes while using the Terminal

● Personal Portfolio (HTML/CSS) - http://cedricamaya.me/
○ Designed and developed a static webpage using HTML and CSS to host a collection of my web
○

development projects
Hard-coded both the HTML and CSS files to ensure responsive web design across all platforms
and devices

● TicTacToe (C++) - https://github.com/cedricium/TicTacToe
○ Applied the knowledge gained from an “Introduction to C++” course to create a Terminal-based
TicTacToe game
○ Used version control software (GitHub) to track changes and make updates to the source code
for this project
○ Planned development goals include sourcing the game to a deployable web application and
implementing the minimax algorithm for a CPU vs. Player game mode

Languages and Technologies:
● HTML, CSS, JavaScript; C/C++; Java;
● CLI; Xcode, Microsoft Visual Studio, Eclipse; Git/GitHub; UNIX; Windows;

Work History
Customer Service Specialist - Best Buy, Mountain View, CA
July 2016 - Present

○
○

Engage customers using soft skills while solving issues, providing end-to-end service and
solutions with fast and accurate processing of transactions
Maintain professional communication between customers, peers, and management while using
cross-functional company resources and tools

Retail Sales Associate - Bed Bath & Beyond, Mountain View, CA
June 2015 - July 2016

○

○

Approached customers to identify their purchasing needs and directed them to the appropriate
department; recommended additional products or cost-effective alternatives to enhance
service and satisfaction
Facilitated inventory and stock management; conducted routine cycle counts and inventory
audits to assist senior department managers and store replenish inventories

